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subjective contents consisting of purposive ideas and impulses
to actions. As an army has a leader with a general staff, so
the psychic attitude has a general guiding idea, which is
founded upon and reinforced by such inclusive material as
experiences of all kinds, fundamental principles, affects, and
the like. Naturally, no human action is quite simple—like,
an isolated reaction to a single stimulus—but each of our
actions and reactions is influenced by complicated psychic
preconditions. Using the military analogy again, we might
compare these processes with the situation at general head-
quarters. To the man in the ranks it might seem that the
army retreated simply because it was attacked, or that an
attack were made because the enemy had been seen in the
wood. Our conscious function is ever inclined to play the r61e
of the common soldier, and to believe in the simplicity of its
actions. Whereas in reality battle has been given on this
spot, and at this moment, because of a general plan of attack
which in its ordered unfolding has for days been marshalling
the common soldier to this point. And again this general
plan is not a mere Reaction to reconnaissance reports, but
results from the creative initiative of the leader. Further-
more, it is conditioned by the action of the enemy, and also
perhaps by wholly unmilitary, political considerations of
which the common soldier is quite unaware. These last
factors are of a very complex: nature and lie far outside the
understanding of the common soldier, though they may be
only too clear to the leader of the army. But even to him
certain factors are unknown, namely, the preconditions of
his own personality, with all their-complicated presupposi-
tions. Thus the army stands under a simple and single
command, but the latter is the result of the coordinated
operation of infinitely complex factors.
Psychic action takes place on the basis of similarly com-
plicated assumptions. No matter how simple an impulse
may be, yet every nuance of its special character, its strength
and direction, its course in time and space, its purposeful

